In the light of recent work which suggests that structure formation by cosmic strings in a critical matter density universe require large biases, we discuss the effects of reducing the matter density. Using a full linear Einstein-Boltzmann solver, we compute the cold dark matter density field and the microwave background anisotropies/polarization in a flat universe with a non-zero cosmological constant. We find that universes with ΩΛ = 0.7 − 0.8 give a good fit to the shape of the observed galaxy distribution, albeit with a bias of around 2. This has interesting implications for the anisotropy and polarization of the microwave background. Finally, we discuss the effects of relaxing the assumption that the universe is flat.
The last year has seen enormous progress in pinning down the predictions for structure formation and the microwave background from defect based theories 1, 2, 3 . When the matter density is critical, it was found that there is an almost generic under production of the power on the largest scales currently observed, with only the most convoluted models achieving a satisfactory amount of power on 100h −1 Mpc scales, usually at the expense of an over production on smaller scales. In ref. [3] this was quantified in terms of the bias required to reconcile the observed galaxy correlations in the baryonic matter with the calculated cold dark matter (CDM) power spectrum on those scales. This was named the b 100 problem and it was suggested that this bias could be as large as 5. Such a bias is both difficult achieve theoretically and apparently incompatiable with the current observations in flat, critical density universe.
During the past few months many have described defect based scenarios as being 'ruled out' ! While this is very much human nature and may even be true, it is important to assess the true scientific implications objectively. A more conservative approach would be to acknowledge the difficulties these models have in fitting the current data with the following provisors : (1) Deviations from scaling are slight. It is scaling which relates the contributions on different scales and hence allows for the possibility of modifying the power spectrum. In ref. [3] an exhaustive study was made of deviations from scaling and it was concluded that only truely radical deviations could hope to rectify the the b 100 problem. (2) Deviations from gaussianity are mild. Defect based theories are inherently non-gaussian, but the superposition of a large number of sources is likely to be gaussian. Since the data is analyzed under the assumption of gaussianity it may be that we may be being mislead. However, preliminary indications are that the string models are almost gaussian on 100h −1 Mpc scales 4 . (3) The data on 100h −1 Mpc is accurate. On these scales the observed data is dominated by a single survey (APM) and one might suggest that the crucial observations are close to its resolution. Hopefully, future surveys (PSCz, 2DF and SDSS) will improve our confidence in these observations. (4) Large biases are unacceptable. I have already commented that there is no evidence for large biases, but some are not totally uncomfortable with this possibility. (5) The matter density is critical. All the work was based on a flat cosmology with standard cosmological parameters, although it was shown that variations in the Hubble constant and baryon density could not solve the b 100 problem. Since a substantial body of current observations suggest that the universe may have a non-zero cosmological constant or be open, it is important that this possibility is investigated. This is the subject of this review based mainly on ref. [5] , but backed up by refs. [6, 7, 8] .
We will concentrate on the case of a flat universe with a non-zero cosmological constant, since calculations in an open universe using an accurate linear Einstein-Boltzmann solver would require a substantial technological improvement. However, we will make some qualitative remarks on the open case later. The reduction of matter density will be seen to have two related effects on the CDM power spectrum. Firstly, the shift in the time of equal matter-radiation will effect the shape of the power spectrum in the standard way via the shape parameter Γ ∼ Ω m h, where Ω m is the fractional density in matter and the Hubble constant is H 0 = 100h km sec −1 Mpc −1 . In the case of the standard adiabatic theories, where the perturbations are created around the horizon size, this is estimated to be Γ ≈ 0.2 − 0.3. However, the perturbations are created inside the horizon in defect theories and so the size of perturbations created at the time of equal matterradiation will be slightly smaller, with the consequence that the required value of Γ is slightly smaller. We find that Ω m ≈ 0.2 − 0.3 with h = 0.5, that is Ω Λ = 0.7 − 0.8 and Γ ≈ 0.1 − 0.15, gives a particularly good fit to the shape of the data for a pure scaling model. The other effect is related to the modifications in the scaling regime during the matterradiation transition. It is well known that the density of strings will be reduce by around a factor of two during this transition and this can have a substantial influence on the power spectrum. It has already been pointed out that radical deviations from scaling can lead to an improvement in b 100 for a critical matter density universe, but smaller deviations can only effect smaller scales. In a model with a cosmological constant, the time of equal matter-radiation is shifted in such a way that such a small deviation can effect b 100 . Using the velocity dependent one-scale model 9 to model these deviations, we have computed the CDM power spectrum and the angular power spectra of the micowave background anisotropies and polarization using a modified version of CMBFAST 10 , which the includes the scalar, vector and tensor perurbations generic in any defect model. The results are presented in the figure for Ω λ = 0.7, 0.8 and h = 0.5, Ω b = 0.05, along with those for pure scaling 3 and standard CDM.
The first thing to notice is the substantial improvement in the CDM power spectrum relative to the data, although one still requires a bias of around 2. This is still quite large, but the baryon density is now substantial proportion of the total and it may be easier to create a substantial bias, since the baryons are not forced to necessarily trace the CDM. The angular power spectrum of the microwave background anisotropies is also effected in a positive way relative to the current observations. The critical matter density case is not favourable when compared to the data, with the absence of a substantive rise in the power spectrum as suggested, but not yet confirmed, by the data. However, the models with a non-zero cosmological constant do have a substantial rise, albeit around l = 400 − 600, rather than l = 200 − 300 as suggested by the data. The reason for this increase in power on smaller scales is that one has changed the relative normalization between the anisotropy created at the time of last scattering on small scales and that created along the line of sight by the integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect (ISW), which dominate the larger scales, plus the decrease in Ω m that is known to increase the amount of power on smaller scales. It is not a series of peaks as in the adiabatic case, but a broad peak as has been suggested as the signature of an incoherent source 11 . As one final point on this subject, one should note that too much power on small scales is not likely to be a problem when comparing to the data, since it can be removed easily, in this case by reionization. This would also slightly reduce the bias required to fit the galaxy correlations. The angular power spectrum of polarization and its cross correlation with the temperature anisotropies are also of interest since future satellite missions, as well as ground based measurements, may measure them. There are a number of interesting signatures for active models which can be seen clearly in this model. Firstly, we should note that the amplitude of the polarization in these models has a maximum rms of 8µK around l = 800 − 1000, but that there are two distinct parts to this, the so called electric, E, and magnetic, B, components. The B-component is only present in the models where there are tensor and vector components to the anisotropies and is still relatively small (∼ 0.1µK around l = 100) in adiabatic models with a substantial tensor component. In the models under consideration here it is much larger, with a maximum rms of around 2µK (note that the standard scaling model 12 has an maximum rms of 1µK), which may be detectable.
The cross correlation between temperature and polarization on scales below the scale of the horizon at last scattering is zero by causality, in contrast to the adiabatic case 13 . In particular it is zero around l = 100, when the adiabatic model is strongly anti-correlated. Most interesting, though, from the point of observations is the suppression of the cross correlation on smaller scales, which is a characteristic of the incoherent nature of the source 14,12 . At a very basic level the anisotropy and polarization are two oscillatory functions which are out of phase, cos(x) and sin(x) say. To compute the angular power spectra for the anisotropy and polarization one must integrate the square of this oscillatory function multiplied by a structure function, encoding the precise details of the source. Since this is always positive, one gets the characteristic broad peak in the spectrum. But when one computes the cross correlation, it is the product of the two which multiplies the stucture function and integrates out to be almost zero. However, one can see the that the cross correlation, although suppressed, appears to be consistently negative on small scales, that is, the temperature and polarization are anti-correlated The slighly more subtle reason for this is that there are actually two oscillatory components to the anisotropy, from the intrinsic and Doppler effects, which are responsible for the peaks and troughs in the standard adiabatic spectrum. The Doppler component is out of phase and suppressed relative to the intrinsic, but is of the opposite sign and in phase with the source of the polarization, hence creating a negative cross-correlation.
We have shown that some of the problems of standard defect scenarios in underproducing power in the large scale matter distribution can be remedied by the reduction of the matter density from critical. Although we have concentrated on the case of a flat universe with a nonzero cosmological constant, the general picture that we have presented will also be true for an open universe 6, 8 , with a couple of simple modifications. Firstly, the bias required to fit the galaxy correlations will be slightly larger. Using the simple formula of ref. [8] , one can estimate that this would increase by around a factor of 1.4 for Ω m = 0.2. Also the CMB power spectra will be shifted by the familiar geometric factor, Ω −1/2 m , for adiabatic models. Hence, we conclude that the cosmological constant based models have a better chance of fitting the observations, if the current trends are confirmed.
